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MATH WORD PROBLEMS

iLiveMath App Series

Universal iPad, iPhone, and iPod 
Touch Apps for
Public, Charter, Private, & Home
Elementary Level Learning

“My oldest who says she hates math says that she loves word problems because 
they are not math but puzzles.  Go figure?  I don’t care though.  If she can do 
complex, multi-step math word problems then I know the other stuff at school will 
be fine. “
- PRAGMATIC MOM REVIEW

iL iveMath Speed, Entomology, 
Oceans, and Farm Fresh voted Best 
Math App for 2010 by IEAR.org
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Math Word Problems
Select from a “No guessing” picker
Immediate Feedback
Answer & formula provided
Theme-based Photos & Videos

“Each of the iLiveMath apps are engaging and 
succeed in making mathematical connections to 
real world scenarios thus allowing math to "come 
alive" for students. This is a great alternative to 
traditional practice while still providing meaningful 
problems to further develop concepts.”
- HYPERHOMESCHOOL

“What do we think of this app? I love the photos, 
as do the kids. Learning the names for groups of 
animals is a lot of fun. No multiple choice, which is 
nice....no multiple choice process of elimination 
stuff going on here! If I enter "11" the screen pops 
up telling me "Sorry. Incorrect Answer: 11" so I do 
know what I input. Hitting okay lets me try again. 
This time, it tells me "That's Correct. 7 + 3 = 10" I 
LOVE that the math equation is written out in the 
answer.”
- FOOT PRINTS IN BUTTER
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Cross-curricular learning
Beautifully interactive
Integrated multimedia
Email and blog test records

In the iLiveMath series, every theme 
is carefully selected to provide a 
foundation of teaching critical 
mathematical concepts, problem-
based learning, and logical thinking.

Three difficulty levels help students 
build confidence in reading and 
analyzing word problems.  Tests and 
word problems are randomly 
generated with a natural language 
engine so no two tests are the same.

Featured in iTunes Education iPadʼs 
New and Noteworthy, Whatʼs Hot?, 
and Back to School Apps.  
GameClassroomʼs Top-10 iPad 
Education Apps.

iTunes App Store: iHomeEducator

Addition, 
Subtraction
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more...
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